RENA • NETHERLANDS
90% improvement
in yield

MRI • USA
Costs of individual modules
reduced by up to 71%

SMT Smart Network
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The Smart SMT Factory is real!
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AROS • SWEDEN
60% more efﬁcient in
material logistics
VEGA • GERMANY
Twice as fast in the setup
preparation area
ATH • CHINA
ASM • GERMANY

TOPSCOMM • CHINA

Tripled the number of
NPIs per year

Reduced line downtime
by 20%

30% space savings thanks to
automatic storage systems
BYD • CHINA

CIG • CHINA
Line staff reduced from
63 to 13 operators per shift

Line productivity improved
by 10%

VELANKANI • INDIA
Increase from 10,000 to
17,000 units

SMT Smart Network
Jointly building the Smart SMT Factory
The SMT Smart Network is a global affiliation of
electronics manufacturers, experts from ASM’s own
SMT Centers of Competence, and industry partners.

operator guidance on the line, automate the production
flow, or integrate production data from multiple lines in
the cloud.

It is open to interested electronics manufacturers like
you. Current members include large EMS providers
from Asia, small OEMs from Europe and the United
States, rapidly growing start-ups, and established
brand-name manufacturers. What drive, what vision
brings such a diverse group together? A shared
objective. They all want to make their operations more
efficient and more productive by upgrading them into
Smart SMT Factories.

Whatever the focus, all factories that are part of the
SMT Smart Network exhibit significant improvements
in their performance indicators and have raised their
processes to a new level with a enormous impact on
the bottom line.

To accomplish this, the network members have
started improvement and transformation projects in
cooperation with technology leader ASM. The projects
are just as diverse as the companies. While one
focuses on smart material flows, another concentrates
on virtual production. Others in turn aim to improve

Would you, too, like to learn from the best and their
Smart SMT Factory projects? Take advantage of the
Smart SMT Network. The best way to join is via one
of our SMT Centers of Competence, which form the
nodes of the network. Here we will inform you about
new solutions developed within the network and
organize meetings and information exchange. Together
we will also analyze your production with its individual
workflows and develop a smart improvement process
with defined KPIs.
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SWEDEN

“If you don‘t have control over
your material logistics you will
not have all the beneﬁt of the
flexibility and speed of your
machines.”
– Per-Johan Edgren,
Manufacturing Process Manager –

Space-saving and efﬁcient: components
reels with UIDs in the automatic storage
system

Scan the QR code to view
AROS videos.
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Aros
Smart SMT Factory

Aros
Workﬂow Planning

Aros
Workﬂow Production

Aros electronics AB in Mölndal, Sweden
Aros specializes in the development and production of control systems
and power electronics for automotive and machinery applications. The
company’s managers focus on process optimization and Industry 4.0
concepts to improve the efﬁciency and quality of their electronics production
for the long term.

Key Facts
> 145 employees in development, production and sales
> €45 million sales
> One highly efﬁcient dual lane SMT line for high-mix/low-volume production
> Typical lot sizes range from 1 to 200 units; many NPIs
> 3-shift operation

> Intelligent, highly automated setup and production concepts
> Highly efﬁcient material management
> No-touch production: routings and program downloads driven by board IDs
> Optimized printing processes via self-controlling expert systems
> Real-time information about the production progress
> Robot-supported testing

> Process-oriented material logistics
- Material management with package UIDs, MSD handling, and control
of automatic storage systems
- Shorter distances, faster setup preparation, fewer errors
- 60% more efﬁcient in material logistics
> Signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient setup and production concepts
- Board IDs control routings and program downloads
- Expert systems control and optimize printing processes autonomously
- Flexible routing via dual-lane conveyors (with separate reﬂow ovens)
- One side of the line operates with ﬁxed setups/splicing, the other with
dynamic feeder tables and family setups
- Minimization of setup- and material-related line stops
> Transparency regarding production progress
- Real-time display of machine and process data
- Software visualizes the SMT line with drill-down to boards, process
parameters, and machine data
- Assignment of process/machine data to individual board IDs
(track-and-trace)
> Line output increased by 200% (with the same line conﬁguration)
> Reduction of line staff from 9 to 3 operators per shift
Aros
Workﬂow Preparation
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NETHERLANDS

“Industry 4.0 for us is all about
information and knowledge and
bringing the knowledge to the line
to become operator independent.”
– Jochem Winkelmann,
General Manager –

Remote support with smart glasses

Scan the QR code
to view videos with
detailed insights into
RENA’s processes
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RENA
Smart SMT Factory

RENA
Workﬂow Virtual Production

RENA
Workﬂow Process Optimization

RENA Electronica B.V. in Zundert, Netherlands
RENA is known as a European competence center of customized LED
light engines for demanding applications in amongst others architecture,
oil and gas production, entertainment and horticulture. The company acts
as a one stop shop for combined engineering and manufacturing of highquality controls and industrial electronics.

Key Facts
> High-mix/low-volume production
> Approx. 10 setup changeovers per day
> Up to 10 prototypes and new product introductions per week
> All LED solutions are produced on a single SMT line
> 120 employees, including 20 development engineers
> 3-shift operation

> Material management incl. LED binning
> Process improvements for new product introductions
> Sustained quality improvements
> Remote support for line staff

> Transparent, paperless material management
- Automated import of supplier information from the labels
- Label printing with UID for each package
- Complete tracking of LED bin data in the system
- Automated material issue next to the line
> Zero downtime during New Product Introductions (NPIs)
- Ofﬂine generation of printing and placement programs
- Virtual printing and placement
- Expert system for autonomous process optimization
> Remote support for line staff (data glasses, mobile devices)
- Operator guidance and fewer line stops, faster troubleshooting
> 90% yield improvement
> Increased throughput: SMT line is four times as fast as before
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GERMANY

“We were able to reduce the
time spent on material storage
and picking by 30 percent.”
– Michel Wucher,
Leitung SMD Fertigung –

Supported by smart systems, a single operator
handles the setup preparations for three lines.

Scan the QR code to gain detailed insights
into VEGA’s processes and get an idea of
the smart factory workﬂows.
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VEGA
Smart SMT Factory

VEGA
Workﬂow Factory Integration

VEGA Grieshaber KG in Schiltach, Germany
With its bright yellow sensor systems for ﬁll level, pressure and other
measurements, VEGA is one of the most innovative suppliers of industrial
sensor technology. With their modular design, VEGA systems can be
adapted to a wide range of customer needs and application requirements.
The company’s factory is characterized by state-of-the-art production
methods.

Key Facts
> 2-shift operation in electronics production
> 3 SMT lines
> Approx. 90,000 circuit boards per month
> Places more than 140 million components annually
> Approx. two setup changeovers per line and day

> Efﬁcient and reliable ofﬂine setup processes
> Optimized and transparent material logistics
> Minimization of manual labor on the line

> Integrated material management solution
- Assignment of UIDs to all incoming packages
- Integration of paternoster storage systems
- Workﬂow-oriented, mostly paperless communication (pick lists, setup lists, etc.)
- Process- and package-oriented transparency regarding inventories and
storage locations
- Automatic registration of material consumption by the machines and
automatic recording of residual quantities when items are returned to storage
> Highly efﬁcient setup processes
- A single operator handles ofﬂine setups for all lines
- Signiﬁcantly reduced material travel
- 30% time savings when moving materials from/to storage
- 30% space savings thanks to automatic storage systems
- PDAs and/or scanners indicate which tables and tracks require feeders
to be set up
- LEDs indicate whether a feeder should be torn down or moved to a holding area
- Twice as fast in the setup preparation area
> Operator guidance
- Line Monitor indicates/prioritizes work steps on the lines
- Only one operator per SMT line
- Replenishment storage areas next to the lines
- Signiﬁcant reduction of material-related line stops
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GERMANY

Modern cobots working next to operators.

Want to see more? Scan the QR code
to watch our videos.
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ASM Electronics Factory
Smart SMT Factory

ASM Electronics Factory
Workﬂow Factory Monitoring

ASM Electronics Factory in Munich, Germany
As a manufacturer of machines for SMT producers, ASM must meet the
challenges of modern global production in its own operations, which is
why the company operates one of the world’s most modern and ﬂexible
electronics factories in Munich. It is so state-of-the-art that it received the
coveted Factory of the Year Award for 2016 explicitly because of the steps
it has already taken towards making its operations smart.
“Optimizing only net
throughput times is a recipe for
disaster in a flexible production
environment. Setup and
changeover times are much
more critical today.”

Key Facts
> In addition to producing small lots of electronic modules for ASM machines,
the factory supports ASM’s R&D operations with electronics for prototypes,
new options, and custom solutions.

> High-mix/low-volume production with 2 SMT lines
– Alessandro Bonara,
- Frequent setup changeovers for prototypes and new options
Head of ASM Electronics Factory –

> Optimization of material ﬂows
> Automation via deployment of cobots
> Transparent production
- KPIs and process data
- Paperless access to process descriptions and operating instructions
> Reducing the operator workload

> Optimized material logistics
- Process-oriented material management with UIDs for each package
- Line-adjacent material tower systems with control of MSD exposure times
- Integrated and paperless support for ofﬂine setup processes
> Smart operator concept
- Line Monitor: comprehensive information about line status and pending jobs
- Machines request fresh material supplies automatically
- Expert systems for autonomous control and optimization of printing processes
> Automation
- Mobile, ﬂexible use of cobots at several workstations
- Cobot programming performed by in-house staff
> Transparent production
- Live display/drill-down of KPIs on factory monitors
- Digital documents at all workstations, always up-to-date
> Improvements made within one year with no change in capacity
- Doubled the product portfolio
- 10% more throughput
- Tripled the number of NPIs per year
- 35% improvement in cost per placed component
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CHINA

Fully integrated: At BYD,
the MES displays all machine
and process data.

Scan the QR code for BYD videos
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BYD
SMART SMT Factory

BYD Company Ltd. in Huizhou, China
“Using ASM machines and
smart solutions we gain
signiﬁcant increases in
productivity and quality.”
– Xiao Zhen Hua,
Factory General Manager –

BYD, a leading manufacturer of solar technology and modern power
storage systems, is one of China’s most innovative companies. The
company gained international recognition when it became China’s largest
maker of electric cars, trucks and buses.

Electronics production in Huizhou
With its Huizhou based SMT factories, BYD is one of the fastest growing
EMS and ODM companies in China. Besides modules for its own products, BYD produces circuit boards for major Asian and American IT and
telecommunication companies on state-of-the-art SMT lines in Huizhou.
BYD provides a full range of services ranging from product design to production and testing to after-sales service for its customers.

Key Facts
> World’s largest maker of electric vehicles
> 180,000 employees
> 12 factories in China
> Locations in the U.S., Japan, India, and Europe

> Investment in two new and powerful SMT lines
> Improved material ﬂow with automated material issue adjacent to the line
> Fewer manual assists through operator guidance
> Integration of machine and material data into MES and higher-level IT systems
> Transparent order progress and production status information

> Material-related line downtime reduced by more than 40%
- Consistent software-controlled material ﬂow
- Tower storage systems next to the line
- Line Monitor provides operator guidance
> Line productivity improved by 10%
- Alternative components are deﬁned as part of the placement program
- Placement machines switch to alternative components without having to stop
and/or change the program, advantage: The line can run with changing types
of components
- BYD becomes less dependent on the availability (and cost) of individual
components
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CHINA

Transparency in real-time:
visualization of KPIs in
CIG‘s Factory Control Center

Robots for assembly, testing and
packaging complete the SMT line.

Scan the QR code for impressive videos
of CIG’s smart production lines
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CIG
Smart SMT Factory

CIG
Workﬂow Factory Integration

Cambridge Industries Group (CIG) in Shanghai, China

“In the future we need to rely
more and more on advanced
technologies, automation and
IT integration rather than relying
on low cost labour.”

Established in 2005 as a classic EMS provider for ICT equipment, CIG is
today one of the fastest-growing electronics manufacturers in China. With
its own R&D capacities for routers and other networking technologies, CIG
serves its international customer base as an original design manufacturer
(ODM) and joint development manufacturer (JDM).

Key Facts

– Gerald G. Wong Ph. D, CEO –
> 23 classic SMT lines for high-volume production
> 2 advanced high-mix SMT lines with highly automated, robot-supported
assembly, testing and packaging
> 3-shift operation

> Dark-factory approach with a highly automated, robot-supported shop ﬂoor
that is monitored and controlled by IT systems
> SMT equipment connected to the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
- Real-time information about all processes in the CIG cloud
- Optimized and highly ﬂexible material ﬂows

> Optimized, integrated material management
- Lead time reduced from 5 to 2 days
- Integrated material management solution
- Package UIDs with re-usable RFID tags
- Use of autonomously guided vehicles (AGVs)
- Placement machines keep track of material consumption automatically
- Placement machines request fresh supplies automatically
> IIoT/IT integration
- Real-time transmission of machine and process data to the IIoT/CIG cloud
- Digital twin of the production for monitoring, planning and virtual production
- Integration of automated paternoster storage systems
- Access to detailed production data from anywhere, any time
- Visualization of real-time data and KPIs in the company’s Factory Control
Center
> Comprehensive automation
- Line staff reduced from 63 to 13 operators per shift
- First-pass yield improved by 2%
- 2 highly automated SMT lines with a downstream robot-supported line
for ﬁnal assembly, testing and packaging
- Operator guidance minimizes manual assists
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CHINA

Special feeders enable Topscomm to place
THT components on the SMT line

Scan the QR code for a video with
additional details about Topscomm
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TOPSCOMM
SMART SMT Factory

Qingdao Topscomm Communication Co., Ltd in Quingdao, China
Fast-growing Topscomm produces smart power meters for China’s
booming residential market at its Quingdao factory. The company, which
is known for its strong R&D, holds many patents for chips and modules for
data communication over power lines. New products such as smart smoke
sensors are expected to open up new growth markets.

“To meet the rapidly growing
demands for our products we rely on
advanced technologies for further
Key Facts
automation and the implementation
of smart workflows.”
> Manufacturer of intelligent metering/sensor systems for residential
– You Jing Yan,
General Manager –

applications
> 11 SMT lines
- Plans to invest in wide-ranging automation to further increase production
> Ongoing conversion to robot-supported processes in assembly, testing and
packaging

> Optimization of material ﬂows
> More automation, including of previously manual placement processes
> Intelligent, highly automated setup and production concepts
> Improved transparency of production status

> Signiﬁcantly improved material logistics
- Process-oriented material management with UIDs for each package
- Drastic reduction of material searches
- Automatic control of MSD exposure times
- AGVs for material movements
- Reduced line downtime by 20%
- Operator guidance
- Display and prioritization of pending assists via Line Monitor
- Automatic request of fresh supplies
> Expanded SMT placement
- Special feeder designs for exotic and THT components
- Result: increase from 500 cph to 3,500 cph
> Transfer of machine and process data to the MES
- Transparent production status and progress
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CHINA

At ASM Technology, materials are
transported by robots and AGVs.

Scan the QR code to watch a video with
more information about ASM Technology
Huizhou’s innovative factory workﬂows.
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ATH
Smart SMT Factory

ASM Technology (Huizhou) Co., Ltd in Huizhou, China

“Reducing costs and gaining
higher flexibility and quality are
our targets when implementing
smart processes.”

ASM Technology (Huizhou) is a sister company of ASM Assembly
Systems and part of ASM Paciﬁc Technology, the world’s largest
equipment supplier for the electronics industry. The company’s Huizhou
factory produces electronic modules for the broad ASM portfolio of
machines being used in the chip assembly, printing, solar technology and
SMT ﬁelds.

– Wong Chi Keung ,
Production Engineering Manager –

Key Facts
> Approx. 1500 employees, 2-shift operation
> Produces motion controllers, motor drivers, power supplies and various
functional modules for ASM factories all over the world.
> High-mix/ low-volume production on two SMT lines
> Places more 8 millions components per month

> State-of-the-art production technologies to generate cost and quality beneﬁts
for afﬁliated ASM companies
> Flexible material logistics
> ASM pilot factory for Industry 4.0 and the use of automation and robotics in
production, assembly, testing, and packaging

> Optimized material logistics
- Integrated material management solution eliminates 7 manual steps
along the logistics and production chain
- Tower storage systems next to the lines for setup preparation and material
replenishment
- 30% space savings thanks to compact, automatic storage systems
- Robot-supported loading and unloading of storage systems
- AGVs transport materials from the main warehouse to tower systems next
to the lines
- Placement machines register material consumption and request fresh
material supplies automatically
- Operator guidance via Line Monitor
> Signiﬁcant reduction of manual operations along the logistics and
production chain
- Target: 100% automatic material supply for SMT lines by AGVs
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INDIA

“The uniqueness in ASM is to work
with us and to see, how we can
change processes to reduce some
of the steps in traditional SMT and
to achieve a much higher level in
output and quality.”
– Kiron Shah,
CEO & Founder –

Velankani uses robots to maximize
its quality and efﬁciency.

Made in India. Our Velankani videos
provide a look at the company and
its processes.
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VELANKANI
Smart SMT Factory

VELANKANI
Workﬂow Material Management

Velankani Electronics Private Limited in Bengaluru, India
“Technology for all” is the motto under which founder and CEO Kiron
Shah and his team develop high-quality, low-cost mass market products
such as setup boxes and smart meters under the company’s own Prysm
brand. The Bengaluru factory operates with state-of-the-art production
technology, wide-ranging automation, advanced process integration, and
a high degree of vertical integration.

Key Facts
> Production with extreme depth of vertical integration
> High-volume operation in three shifts
> Over 1,300 splicings per line and day
> Inline robotic cells and cobots for assembly, testing, and packaging
> Three state-of-the-art SMT lines as blueprint for 13 additional lines

> Transparent, paperless material management
> Optimized material ﬂows and short distances
> Automatic tower storage systems for material replenishment next to the lines
> Operator guidance via Line Monitor and intelligent feeders
> DFM (design for manufacturability) improvements made by cross-functional
teams from development, testing and production operations
> Special tool designs for placing THT components
> Reduction of manual operations through automation and robotics

> Minimization of manual assists at the line
- Number of operators per line reduced from 5 to 3
- Target: 1 operator per line
> Signiﬁcant reduction of material-related line stops and setup errors
> Massive increases in output
- Increase from 10,000 to 17,000 units
- Continuous improvement of line conﬁgurations and processes
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USA

“We have a 71% saving
by building a module here
inhouse on our ASM line
versus having it build by
our former EMS.”
– Bill Dunn, CEO –

Material supplies next to the line with
automatic tower storage systems

Click the QR code for videos of MRI’s factory
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MRI
Smart SMT Factory

MRI
Workﬂow Material Management

Manufacturing Resources International (MRI) in Suwanee, Georgia, USA
MRI is the preeminent leader in Liquid Crystal Display technology that
powers out-of-home advertising networks around the globe. MRI’s
BoldVu® displays are renowned for their unsurpassed visual performance
and longevity in harsh, outdoor environments and can be seen in bus
shelters, subway stations, on city sidewalks, and in high-end retail
developments in more than 50 metropolitan cities across North America,
Europe, and Australia.

Key Facts
> Insourced electronics production and other production steps
> Investment in a powerful, high-precision SMT line
> High-mix/low-volume production, highly vertically integrated
> Lot sizes range from prototypes (< 10 boards) to several thousands PCBs

> Enhanced cooperation between development and manufacturing to reduce
costs and improve the design-for-manufacturability (DFM) approach
> Optimization of material management
- Elimination of incorrect feeder loading and material-related line stops
> Efﬁcient ofﬂine setup processes and setup veriﬁcation
> Sustained quality improvements

> Software-supported material management
- Signiﬁcant reduction of material searches and manual count-backs
- Improved planning and reduced material inventories
- Integrated material supplies with automated storage systems next to the line
- Setup preparation and veriﬁcation minimize errors
- Setup preparation 50% more efﬁcient thanks to track-speciﬁc removal
of reels from storage
> Insourcing and deep value-add chain deliver signiﬁcant process
improvements
- Costs of individual modules reduced by up to 71%
- Signiﬁcant increases in yield (thanks to DFM and placement quality
improvements)
- Increased output and improved delivery reliability
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Your point of contact to the
Smart SMT Network:
The SMT Center of Competence in your region
ASM’s Centers of Competence (CoC) provide the organizational framework for the
SMT Smart Network and help you to get in touch with other network partners.
Despite their differences in size,
region, production structure and target
markets, the electronics manufacturers
presented in this brochure share a
vision of the future for their respective
factories: the Smart SMT Factory. To
benefit from the experience of others
in the industry, these and other companies have come together and today
form the Smart SMT Network.
ASM’s regional SMT Centers of Competence provide the framework for the
Smart SMT Network. The CoCs and
their teams of experts connect the
individual network members with each
other, organize meetings and information exchanges, and report on projects
and best practices in other companies.
Many of the jointly developed workflow
solutions are first tested and refined on
24

the CoCs’ sample lines before being
installed for real at one of the network
members.

■ Are you interested in modern concepts with optimized and integrated
workflows?

The Centers of Competence also
involve other industry partners and
equipment suppliers. This kind of informal networking paired with openness
between electronics manufacturers and
equipment suppliers is not just new –
it’s incredibly exciting. And the results
speak for themselves. Some members
even plan to exchange employees with
each other in order to make better use
of their first-hand experience.

■ Do you want to develop and implement new solutions?

Join us – the SMT Smart Network
welcomes you
■ Is your company embarking on the
road to the Smart SMT Factory?

■ Share your findings and best
practices with other companies?
Contact the Center of Comptetence
in your region.
Talk with our experts. We open the
door to the SMT Smart Network for
you, arrange technical visits and meetings, connect you with other network
partners, and start joint projects. You
benefit directly from the SMT Smart
Network and its trailblazing projects in
other companies by discovering

Visiting the SMT Center of
Competence is always worth it
If you are still uncertain about the smart SMT factory concept, visiting
one of our CoCs is definitely worth it. You will find valuable help and
information:
> Classic machine demos
Try out your new SMT production equipment at the SMT Center of
Competence in a realistic production environment.
> Application support
Printing, inspection, placement, and reflow soldering: Together with
you, we analyze the feasibility of special processes, including test
runs of your circuit boards.
> SMT process support and training seminars
Do you need suggestions, tips, or comprehensive SMT process
training? The SMT Center of Competence provides it all.
> NPI support and use of CoC equipment
Do you want to run prototypes or test new processes without
endangering the productivity of your own lines? Use the CoC
equipment and take advantage of our experts’ know-how.

SMT Center of Competence
> Munich, Germany
> Singapore
> Shanghai, China
> Shenzhen, China
> Suwanee, Georgia, USA

> Setup workshops
In the CoC you get to know the whole bandwidth of modern setup
concepts with all their
> Special applications; exotic package shapes
Do you have special requirements? Our CoC experts develop
solutions for you.
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The Smart SMT Factory is real!
New technologies are revolutionizing electronics production.
Users don’t want standalone solutions, but workflow solutions
that are networked and fully integrated.

Digital integration changes our lives as
its penetrates all aspects of business
and society. The electronics industry benefits from this trend as more
and more products contain electronic
modules.
At the same time, electronics manufacturers must change if they want to stay
competitive, because the same digital
integration also changes the processes
in SMT production. ASM has identified
eight central processes where new,
smart processes have a significant
impact on a company’s competitiveness by affecting its performance
indicators for efficiency, quality and flexibility – four that affect the production
lines and four that affect the factory as
a whole.

Line workflow: Planning
Rising product diversity and evershorter lead times make the planning
process increasingly complex. Smart
solutions take your orders from the
ERP and translate them quickly and
automatically into workflows and production schedules. This requires transparent data on material inventories,
line capacities and equipment restrictions, as well the ability to update the
schedule at the drop of a hat.
Line workflow: Virtual production
Virtual production tools offer an entirely new set of possibilities to save
time and minimize errors during new
product introductions (NPIs). Teaching
components, defining program parameters, creating setup lists and bills of
materials, calculating throughput time
and optimizing production processes –
everything happens virtually and offline
without the need for time-consuming
tests on lines that are better used for
productive purposes.
Line workflow: Process optimization
In the Smart SMT Factory, all relevant
process parameters are monitored
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and controlled in real time. In addition,
modern expert systems optimize processes autonomously and automatically. These systems learn on their own
and become better and more accurate
with each print and/or placement. The
bottom line: maximized quality and
first-yield rates.
Line workflow: Production
Our powerful tools turn your staff into
smart operators. Real-time displays on
monitors and data glasses visualize the
production progress and alert of pending
assists. Many classic operator tasks
can be performed in the background.
Machines request replenishments automatically, barcodes control program
changes, and self-healing functions
eliminate trouble spots. The result: a
massive reduction in line stops.
Factory workflow: Material
management
Material management becomes a
critical process in a high-mix production environment. The goal: eliminate
searching for parts, material tourism,
line stops, and emergency stocks. A
smart material management system
provides process-oriented transpar-

ency from receiving to placement,
because it knows where everything
is at all times and communicates
any changes to all process steps
instantly.

recognizes process irregularities,
escalates them automatically if
necessary, and provides troubleshooting information everywhere at
any time.

Factory workflow: Preparation

Factory workflow: Factory
integration

The highly flexible smart factory
requires optimized and consistently
supported setup processes. Monitors display pending setup changeovers early, materials are automatically removed from storage,
and intelligent software provides
operator guidance for prioritizing
and verifying setups. The system
supports order- and/or line-specific
setup strategies with exceptional
flexibility.
Factory workflow: Factory
monitoring
No optimization without measurement. Smart solutions deliver
process data from the machines
automatically and in real time.
Intelligent software calculates KPIs
with options for quick and flexible
drill-downs or the tracking of individual products and components.
A smart factory monitoring system

Network all your locations and
access them as if you were on
site everywhere at the same time.
You can integrate the resources
of your SMT production into your
company’s and your customers’
value chains while experts can provide support more efficiently from
anywhere. The same applies to
your equipment suppliers. Remote
support architectures accelerate
diagnostics and support while
making predictive maintenance
possible for your machines and
systems.

Don’t wait – get started today
As the technology and innovation
leader in the electronics industry,
ASM meets the challenges of the
digital transformation. Together
with our customers and partners
we develop new solutions in the
SMT Smart Network and support customers on their road to
the Smart SMT Factory with The
Hermes Standard and ADAMOS
basics for data integration.
The road to the Smart SMT Factory
is different for each electronics
manufacturer. This makes projects
more complex and requires a new
level of openness between electronics manufacturers and equipment
suppliers. All members of the SMT
Smart Network have recognized
this and cooperate in entirely new
ways.
Our proposal to you: Learn from
the best. Take the first step on the
road to the Smart SMT Factory by
contacting your ASM representative.
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ASM
Website

www.asm-smt.com

ASM
LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/
company/asm-assemblysystems

ASM
Facebook
www.facebook.com/
ASMAssemblySystems

ASM
YouTube
www.youtube.com/c/
ASMSMTSolutions

SMT
Blog
www.smart-smtfactory-forum.com
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